**Creative Writing Prompts**

Where is your special memory?

When thinking about this specific memory; where were you? Were you in a park, a restaurant, a community center, etc.? Who was with you?

Be as descriptive as possible: describe the weather, setting, what you were wearing, what you were eating, what sounds did you hear?

Why is this memory so special to you? Does the space that your memory took place still exist?

How does this memory make you feel? When you think of this memory, can you smell, taste, or hear anything? Does anything remind you of this memory/space?

Does this space hold community events? Is it involved in any advocacy, philanthropic, or civic efforts in your community?

Try making an outline! Create a rough draft where you can outline all of your ideas and descriptions. Group your points into paragraphs and be sure to have a clear introduction and summarize in your conclusion.